
We'll be back in January with the marketing & PR content
you know and love. 

But if you're itching for something to hold you over, check 
out our 2022 Marketing Predictions here!

PAN Communications is 
Giving Thanks in 2021

It’s the perfect time to reflect on the past 
year – acknowledging hardships and 
challenges, and expressing gratitude for 
the blessings and people in our lives.

See what PAN employees had to say

ICYMI: 'Twas the Night Before 
PANpub

We shared our twist on the classic holiday 
poem last year. But in case you missed it, 
enjoy one of the ways we prepared for the 
holiday season.

'Twas the night before PANpub, and...

21 Marketing Trends You Need to Know for 2022

To make a solid plan for the short term, it’s important to 
keep an eye on where you’re heading in the long 
term. Michael Brenner digs into trends to consider next 
year.

Learn more

PAN’s monthly newsletter is here.

Read on for the latest & greatest in integrated marketing & PR.

Our business is nothing without the people who do the work.

True success this year was not determined by dollars earned, but by how well
our agency and leadership could navigate those intersections of society and

business by providing our people with everything they need to thrive not just as
employees but as humans.

See what you may have missed at PAN in 2021

From all of us at PAN, we wish you & your families a
happy holiday season! 
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The Missing, Yet Critical Element for B2B Marketers

To create a competitive edge to your business marketing, 
add some creative thinking and opportunities to attract and 
engage prospects and customers.

Learn more

Future of Work Trends in 2022

Let’s look at how this new age of the human will play out 
across the seven areas that are dominating future of work 
trends in 2022.

Learn more
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